Information systems are reactive systems with a database. For their speci cation and design, concepts from conceptual data modeling and concurrent processes are relevant. In this paper, we outline a unifying theory borrowing ideas from these approaches and from abstract data type theory. Our approach utilizes a variant of temporal logic. It has been used to give a formal semantics for TROLL, the objectoriented information systems speci cation language developed at TU Braunschweig.
between objects and object speci cations either. That is, what we have in mind is software layers sitting on top of each other within running systems. It is commonplace that modularization is of paramount importance to software construction and reconstruction. The object concept itself is a sort of modularization principle, but a rather in-the-small one. For e ective software reuse, we need an in-the-large concept which makes it possible to put building blocks into a library, nd the ones we need and put them together e ectively. Such software modules should have standardized interfaces by which they easily t together { like LEGO bricks. At least two interfaces are indispensible: a \downward" one for accepting lower-level services, and an \upward" one for providing higher-level services. Hidden in its body, the module should have correctly implemented the latter on top of the former. Often, it is necessary to have more than one \upward" interface, like databases with multiple views. That is, rei cation as explained above is one of the essential concepts for software modules. Situations are becoming rare where we have to build new software. Reusing and adapting old software is greatly supported by a module concept which tells how to encapsulate existing software and put it together with other software. Software is rarely designed for one speci c purpose, and it is rarely reused in exactly the same way as it was once implemented. What is needed is a way to make modules generic and being able to instantiate them with di erent actual parameters. This way, a module can t exibly into many environments, reducing the need for costly ad-hoc redesign and reimplementation. Therefore, what is needed is a concept for parameterization and instantiation of software modules. Rei cation, modularization and parameterization are currently not supported by TROLL. Appropriate language features are under discussion, together with foundational work on appropriate semantic models to formalize these concepts.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we give precise explanations for basic object-oriented features, focussing on the semantic concepts underlying TROLL. We demonstrate that our template speci cation logic is a powerful enough tool to give complete semantic descriptions of TROLL, TROLL light, and similar languages. In particular, the dynamic parts of object creation and deletion, as well as role entry and exit, can conveniently be dealt with. Of course, this paper does not give a complete description of TROLL, we concentrate on particular aspects and simple examples. A more comprehensive introduction into TROLL features is given in the companion paper in this volume SEHJ93]. Moreover, the interested reader is referred to the language reports JSHS91, CGH92]. The TROLL languages are based on concepts from semantic modeling, algebraic speci cation and speci cation of reactive systems, combining the advantages of these approaches. They o er a variety of structuring mechanisms for speci cation so that system speci cations can be constructed from components that can be analysed locally. Language features not discussed in this paper give support for data type speci cation for attribute values, derived attributes, derived actions, derived components, integrity constraints, initiative, explicit process description, etc. New language features are under discussion including in-the-large concepts like rei cation, parameterization, modules and libraries, supporting reuse by modularizing the system architecture. One fundamental concept which has hardly been mentioned is instances. The idea is that objects are named instances of (role clusters of) templates, but the picture has to be detailed carefully. An object instance runs through states. The state tells what the current values of attributes are, which actions are enabled and in scope, which actions are occurring, and what the object's \rest" process is which it can pursue from the current state on. The operational semantics of a schema should tell precisely how the states of objects look like and how they change. In particular, it should make precise how the states of aggregated objects are composed from those of the parts. Ultimately, the state of the entire object population is characterized as an aggregation of the states of its members. However, the concept of (central) state is not always adequate, for instance if the system is truly distributed, i.e., without some central coordination. Here we come to the limits of our object model: as it is, it does not capture truly distributed cases. It is good practice to identify large portions of the system where a central state makes sense, for instance the sites of the distributed system, so here we can use our approach. Giving a logics and semantics for an entire truly distributed system, however, would require to substitute our process model by another one, involving true concurrency and distributed states. Petri nets may be a good idea. We are con dent that it is possible to substitute other process models into our approach. There is another fundamental issue of object-orientation which is not treated in this paper, namely rei cation. Rei cation means to give a more detailed description on a lower abstraction level, for attributes as well as for actions. For instance, actions have to be rei ed by transactions which have to maintain atomicity on the abstract level while being not really atomic on the lower level. It remains to be investigated what an appropriate semantic concept for rei cation is, how rei cation can be described by suitable language features, and what an appropriate notion of correctness is in this framework. Naturally, the issue of (hierarchic) transaction management comes in here, among others. It should be pointed out that the rei cation relationship we have in mind is between objects and objects, not between object speci cations and object speci cations, and not
Interfaces
Template speci cation morphisms and corresponding reduction functors are also useful for formalizing the semantics of interfaces. However, we have one more complication here: interfacing may introduce spontaneous attribute changes and other nondeterministic behavior { and it usually will! As an example, consider read-only database views: many changes to the database state are observable but not explainable from local actions { they appear to be spontaneous.
Example 7.1 : In the following example of an automatic teller machine (ATM) template, the bank's full access to all services is restricted by the customer interface, hiding, say, the amount of money available in the machine as well as the re ll action. This introduces nondeterminism: after the same manipulation sequences, say, to withdraw money, the customer may observe di erent reactions. Only the bank knows why: sometimes the amount available is su cient, sometimes not. The template inclusion ATM-CUSTM , ! ATM-BANK is another instance of substitution inheritance: wherever the customer view of an ATM is expected as a parameter, the bank view can serve the purpose via the inclusion as tting morphism. On the semantic level, we have the corresponding ISA inheritance: the bank \is a" customer of its own ATMs since it has access to all customer services.
TROLL also supports join interfaces to several templates simultaneously. This is equivalent to an interface to the aggregation of the templates in question. Another feature, however, is to share an interface among several templates. This is currently not supported by TROLL. Sharing interfaces can be viewed as a generalization of action sharing: whatever happens or is visible in the shared interface occurs simultaneously in all templates sharing it. In a sense, shared interfaces are like \channels" combining the participating templates in a strictly synchronous way.
We give a simple example of an aggregated template for complex TEAM objects. very much like ISA inheritance, but the relationship is between templates for di erent objects rather than aspects of the same object. Therefore, we suggest to speak of HASA inheritance: a team \has a" coach, etc.
As mentioned above, interaction is best viewed as happening between the components of complex objects, with the complex object as \communication medium". In TROLL, the basic interaction mechanism is action calling which is a synchronous and directed mode of communication.
Example 6.2 : The following template speci cation fragment adds interaction clauses to the TEAM template in example 6.1. De nition 5.4 : For i f1; 2g, let TSPEC i = (TSIG i ; AX i ) be template speci cations. A template speci cation morphism h : TSPEC 1 ! TSPEC 2 is a template signature morphism h : TSIG 1 ! TSIG 2 preserving the axioms, i.e., satisfying AX 2 j = h (AX 1 ).
The semantics of a template speci cation morphism is a corresponding projection in the reverse direction. In the person-patient example, the projection reduces patient situations and life cycles to person situations and life cycles: from each patient situation in each patient life cycle, we omit the special patient items, retaining only the items visible for persons. This projection map makes the idea of ISA inheritance precise: a patient \is a" person at the same time. Also the semantics of generalization can be made precise with template speci cation morphisms and their semantic reduction maps. In example 4.1, the customer template can be considered to be embedded into the person and company templates. The two template signature morphisms are given by the renaming clause. Since axioms are meant to be preserved, we have template speci cation morphisms h p : CUSTOMER ! PERSON, and h c : CUSTOMER ! COMPANY. The common source indicates that persons and companies share the property of being a customer. In fact, template speci cation morphisms and corresponding reduction functors are a very powerful mathematical tool for describing semantics of TROLL language features. Not only specialization and generalization as well as their dynamic versions can be captured but also aggregation and interfacing. We will elaborate on these issues in the next sections. We note in passing that template speci cations and template speci cation morphisms constitute a category which is small cocomplete. Colimits re ect the composition of template speci cations with shared templates. On the semantic side, processes over situations and their reduction maps constitute a semantic category which is small complete. Limits re ect parallel composition of processes. The syntactic map : is a continuous functor, and the semantic map :] ] is a cocontinuous functor. Our template speci cation logic with its syntax and semantics constitute an institution GB92].
Aggregation and Interaction
Template speci cation morphisms and corresponding reduction functors are an appropriate mathematical tool for giving semantics to aggregation of templates into complex templates, too. Complex templates characterize complex objects having other objects as components. In this section, we also give a brief account of the TROLL approach to interaction. The reason why we describe interaction here is that objects which interact have to be considered together with their environment in which the communication takes place, the \medium" so to speak. This environment constitutes a complex object with the interacting objects as components.
The semantics of static generalization can be de ned very simply, namely by textual inclusion of the constituent templates, applying appropriate renaming. This semantics, however, is not satisfactory: it is \ at". It doesn't re ect the fact that, for instance, PERSON, COMPANY and CUSTOMER are separate pieces of speci cation text. Each should have a meaning of its own, obtaining the meaning of the whole by appropriate composition of the meanings of the parts. This idea is elaborated in the next section.
Template Relationships
The PATIENT template in example 4.1 doesn't stand alone, it refers to the PERSON template in example 3.1. In PATIENT, all items of PERSON are visible as if PERSON were a textual part of PATIENT. Similarly, the CUSTOMER template in example 4.2 can be regarded as a textual part of both the PERSON and the COMPANY templates, albeit modulo renaming: the former speci es a common visible part of the latter. Textual embedding of template speci cations, possibly with renaming, is a general kind of relationship which occurs in many constructions. The embedding preserves the speci cation structure, it is an example of a template speci cation morphism to be de ned below. Speci cation morphisms make substitution inheritance precise: wherever a PERSON template is expected as a parameter, a PATIENT template can be submitted, to be adapted via the tting morphism PERSON, !PATIENT. And wherever a CUSTOMER template is expected, a PERSON as well as a COMPANY template can be submitted, to be adapted via the tting morphism CUSTOMER!PERSON or CUSTOMER!COMPANY, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that the underlying data signature is the same for all templates. We refer to the concept of data signature morphism well known from abstract data type theory EGL89, EM85]. Attribute and action signature morphisms are de ned in very much the same way.
De nition 5.1 : For i f1; 2g, let ATT i = fATT i;x;s g x S ;s S be attribut signatures. An attribute signature morphism f : ATT 1 ! ATT 2 is a family of maps f = ff x;s : ATT 1;x;s ! ATT 2;x;s g x S ;s S . De nition 5.2 : For i f1; 2g, let ACT i = fACT i;x g x S be action signatures. An action signature morphism g : ACT 1 ! ACT 2 is a family of maps g = fg x : ACT 1;x ! ACT 2;x g x S .
Combining these morphisms in an obvious way, we arrive at the de nition of a template signature morphism.
De nition 5.3 : For i f1; 2g, let TSIG i = (ATT i ; ACT i ) be template signatures. A template signature morphism h : TSIG 1 ! TSIG 2 is a pair h = (f; g) where f : ATT 1 ! ATT 2 is an attribute signature morphism, and g : ACT 1 ! ACT 2 is an action signature morphism. As is usual (and obvious), a template signature morphism h de nes a translation, i.e., a map, from TSIG 1 formulae to TSIG 2 formulae. We denote this map by h . Taking the axioms into account, we obtain the notion of template speci cation morphism.
We The attributes and actions listed here are assumed to occur in PERSON and COMPANY as well. Since the latter have been speci ed before, it is not certain that \the same" attributes and actions have the same names, they may have been chosen independently by di erent speci ers. That is why the renaming clause is necessary: it allows for chosing arbitrary names in CUSTOMER and relating them to the corresponding local names in PERSON and COMPANY. TROLL favors only static generalization, though one can imagine temporary generalized roles like persons and companies being customers only from time to time, not permanently. Forthcoming language versions will probably include dynamic generalization.
The interpretation structures of template logic are life cycles, i.e., sequences of situations =< 1 ; 2 ; : : : >. We refrain from working out in detail how satisfaction j = ' is de ned, i.e., when a life cycle satis es a template logic formula. This is temporal logic standard. As for situations, we assume general frame rules for life cycles expressing causality of attribute change, etc. We do not go into detail here. The model class of a given set of template logic formulae is the set of life cycles satisfying all given formulae. Adopting the life cycle model, a process is precisely this: a set = f 1 ; 2 ; : : :g of life cycles. Thus, by employing loose semantics, the semantics of a set of formulae is a process. 
Specialization, Generalization and Roles
Specialization means to add properties, i.e., attributes and actions. In TROLL, dynamic specialization can be expressed, i.e., roles that an object can temporarily play. The life cycle segment between entering and leaving a role is called a phase. During a life cycle, an object may enter and leave several phases of the same role. Referring to example 3.1, we specify the patient concept as a role of person.
Example 4.1 : At times, a person can be a patient. A PATIENT has a temperature as a local attribute which is only visible when she is a patient. Similarly, there is a local massage action. The local fall-ill and recover actions serve as entry into and exit from the phase, respectively; they correspond to birth and death actions of objects. so we do not go into this issue here. The interested reader is referred to EGL89, EM85]. Syntactically, data types are described by a data signature DSIG = (S; OP) where S is a set of data sorts, and OP is a system of data operations. DSIG de nes the set of data terms T DSIG (X) over given variables X. We assume that the given data signature has a xed interpretation which is a many-sorted data algebra. In contrast to the data part describing the constants, the following items describe the variables. That is, the interpretation is intended to be situation-dependent.
De nition 3.2 : An attribute signature ATT = fATT x;s g x S ;s S is an S S-indexed family of attribute generators. The set of attribute terms over a given set X of variables is T ATT (X). An attribute a of sort s is a constant term a = b(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) where b ATT s 1 ;:::;sn;s and t i T DSIG (;) s i for 1 i n. Instead of writing a ATT s 1 ;:::;sn;s 0 , we use the more convenient notation a(s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) : s 0 . In example 3.1, we only have parameterless attribute generators, i.e., n = 0. name:text is an example denoting an attribute generator. name is an example of a constant attribute term, i.e., an attribute.
De nition 3.3 : An action signature ACT = fACT x g x S is an S -indexed family of action generators. An action is an constant term = (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) where ACT s 1 ;:::;sn and t i T DSIG (;) s i for 1 i n.
As for attributes, we use the notation (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) instead of ACT s 1 ;:::;sn . In example 3.1, eat(f:ffish,meatg) denotes the action generator eat(s) where sort s is interpreted by the set ffish; meatg. Corresponding actions are eat(fish) and eat(meat). The action generator denoted by enter(n:text) generates in nitely many actions, one for each actual text parameter. For each attribute a and each data value v of the same sort, we assume special actions r(a; v) for reading the value v from a, and w(a; v) for writing the value v into a. Additionally, we assume a predicate a = v saying that a currently has the value v.
De nition 3.4 : A template signature is a pair TSIG = (ATT; ACT) where ATT is an attribute signature, and ACT is an action signature. The ATT and ACT parts of a template signature correspond to the attribute and action sections in template speci cations.
Template situation logic is a rst-order predicate logic with a = t, p , . and as atomic formulae where a is an attribute, t is an attribute term, and is an action. p means that is visible, i.e., in scope; . means that is enabled; means that occurs. The enabling predicate was introduced in OSL in order to capture nondeterminism. The in-scope predicate is introduced here to capture visibility of actions as required by roles. In combination with the implicit read actions it also captures visibility of attributes. A situation is a theory of template situation logic, describing current values of attributes, actions in scope, enabled and occurring actions, etc. That is, we model situations by uninterpreted sets of formulae closed with respect to logical consequence, rather than modeling situations by interpretations. The latter would be too restrictive when extending the concept towards deductive capabilities { which we do not do in this paper. Within each situation , we assume xed frame rules expressing causality ) (. ^p ), etc. Template speci cation logic is a temporal extension of template situation logic using the temporal operators t u(always), }(sometime), O(next), and (until) . For brevity, we speak of template logic if we mean template speci cation logic.
The relationships between template speci cations are formalized by template speci cation morphisms, i.e., property preserving maps between template speci cations. An important special case is that of inclusion: one example is the embedding of a role template into the entire template, another example is the embedding of a component template into a composite template. The semantics of template speci cation morphisms is given by process morphisms which are structure and behavior preserving maps among situations and processes in the reverse direction. For example, the semantics of a template inclusion is the projection of the whole onto the part. For specifying templates and their relationships in subsequent sections, we use a TROLL-like pseudocode, omitting technical details. As in Ju93], the semantics is given by translation into an appropriate logic. We use an extension of OSL SSC92].
3 Templates Example 3.1 : We give an example of a PERSON template, describing persons with names, capable of entering and leaving the scene, working, eating, getting hungry, etc. After a person entered, she has the name given on entry, and she is not hungry. From work, she gets hungry. She has the choice of eating sh or meat. After eating sh, she didn't have enough. After eating meat, she is full. She may eat only if she is hungry, and she may leave the scene only if she is not hungry. If she is hungry, she must eat some time. For describing speci cations like this formally, we assume that an appropriate system of data types is given. Data type speci cations are omitted from the examples in this paper, no generally agreed ontology of object-oriented concepts. An information system is a reactive system with a database and application programs, establishing a simulation model of the real (or virtual) world. In object-oriented view, an information system is a community of interacting objects where an object is a unit with an immutable identity, encapsulating structure and behavior. In more technical terms, an object is a process endowed with data. The speci cation of an information system is called a schema. A major part of the schema consists of templates for objects and classes, and many kinds of relationships between templates expressing specialization, generalization, aggregation, interaction, interfaces, etc. The intended semantics of a schema describes the structure and behavior of its permissible populations. By a population, we mean a collection if interacting object instances. An object (instance) has states, and it can move from state to state by means of transitions. The current state of an object consists of its current situation and the execution state of its process.
In this paper, we concentrate on schema speci cation, i.e., we are mainly concerned with templates and relationships between templates. A schema also has to deal with identi cation or naming issues for objects and classes, but we do not elaborate on this point here.
A template is a generic pattern of structure and behavior for objects. An object may have several templates, describing its aspects. A template is like a type, it de nes an invariant property that an object instance may or may not have. Its templates give criteria for an object to be permissible in a certain context, e.g., as a member of a class. The invariant properties of a template consist of the presence of speci c attributes which can take values, and speci c actions which can occur in the course of time. Typically, an action changes one or more of the attribute values when it occurs. Depending on the current situation, an action may be enabled or not. An action can only occur if it is enabled. We put forward that, at any time, only a part of an object's template should be visible, i.e., in scope. The semantics of a template speci cation is given by the permissible situations an object may be in, and a generic process describing the permissible behavior patterns for instances. A situation contains information about the current values of attributes, the actions currently in scope, the actions currently enabled, and the actions currently occurring. For modeling behavior, we adopt a simple process model: a process is a set of life cycles where a life cycle is a nite or in nite sequence of situations. An object class is not the same as a template! A class de nes a time-varying population. In a class speci cation, a member template is given together with a naming mechanism for the members of the class. The member template de nes the property an object must have in order to qualify for membership. Thus, at any time, all members of the class must have this same member template. However, not all objects with a tting template are members, membership is only de ned by explicit insertion and deletion. Our class concept coincides with that used in object-oriented databases. In object-oriented programming, the term \class" is used for what we call a template. The schema of an information system has to specify not only templates, but also relationships between templates. Such relationships comprise several kinds of interaction (action calling or sharing, synchronously or asynchronously), ways of how objects can be put together to build complex objects (aggregation of parts), ways of how to encapsulate di erent views of the same object (specialization, roles) or a uni ed abstract view of different objects speci ed before (generalization), and ways of abstracting and encapsulate only part of the features speci ed (interfacing).
have object-oriented programming languages incompatible with object-oriented database systems, ideas and approaches seem to converge towards homogeneous software systems dealing with both data and operations in a uni ed way. Viewing the system as a community of interacting objects doesn't solve all problems. Beyond the object concept, abstraction and structuring principles are needed, together with languages and methods to work with them. And we need a sound theoretical underpinning that allows for giving formal semantics and proof systems to languages so that relevant system properties can be formally stated and veri ed. We took great bene t from work on conceptual modeling, concurrency theory, and the theory of abstract data types. As for the latter, there are two lines of development, the algebraic approach and the model based approach. CHJ86] gives an introduction to both. Theoretical treatments of the algebraic approach can be found in EGL89, EM85]. Relevant textbooks for diverse approaches to process theory are He88, Ho85, Mi89, Re85]. As for conceptual modeling, we refer to Bo91, CY91, GKP92, Gr91, HK87, RBPEL91, RC92, SF91]. An ad-hoc integration of approaches which has become popular is OMT RBPEL91]. While OMT o ers useful concepts accepted by many practitioners in the eld, there are problems with its lack of formalization. As a consequence, concepts and constructs are not smoothly integrated, and their meaning is not always clear.
In this paper, we outline a theory of object-oriented information systems speci cation and design, focussing on a formal semantics for TROLL. In his recent dissertation Ju93], the second author o ered a close to complete formal semantics adopting OSL SSC92] which is based on temporal logic. We extend this approach in order to allow for a complete semantic description, including also dynamic object roles and phases as well as object creation and deletion.
Basic Concepts
In order to facilitate reading this paper, we provide an informal explanation of the basic concepts made precise in subsequent sections. We feel this is necessary because their is 1 Introduction
Conventional information systems design starts with separating data from operations, designing each with its own collection of concepts, methods, tools { and people: conceptual modeling for the information structure, and program design for the application programs. The separation carries through until the nal implementation: data are collected in databases and managed with database management systems, and application programs accessing the database are implemented in programming languages. This approach tends to su er from a problem known as impedance mismatch: the basic paradigms underlying databases and programs { modeling, design, languages and systems { do not t: there are incompatible type systems, data formats, operation modes, etc. Recent 4th-generation systems encapsulate and hide the problem to some extent, but do not really remedy the situation. The object-oriented paradigm promises to overcome the problem: a system is viewed as a community of interacting objects, each incorporating data and operations. While we still
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